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psionics: what you already know.

There are a number of differences between the psionics system presented here and the systems previosly released in the Complete Psionics Handbook and the Skills and Powers book.  However, this set of houserules mainly exists to correct, combine, and streamline the 2 rules sets. As such, for those familiar with those system, it bears clarifying from the outset what you can expect to use from those systems, and what new exist here.

What is used from the CPHB:
 Method of determining available PSPs.
 Costs of powers except for attack and defense modes.
 Most power descriptions.
What is used from the S&P:
 The system for resolving psionic powers and contests (i.e., the MAC and MTHACO system).
 Number of psionic actions alowed in a round.
 The contact proficiency.
 The new arangement of powers per discipline (i.e., the re-distribution of Metapsionics).
What’s New:
 A complete character point system for making custom psionicist characters.
 The combat system, which has elements of several previous psionic combat systems AD&D has endured.
 The ability of a psionicist to contact a mind stealthily.
 The ability of a psionicist to maintain operating powers under a closed mind.
 Long range contact usder S&P rules
 Rules for resisting psionics.

the Psionicist 

Attribute Requirements:	Wisdom 15
				Intelligence 12
				Constitution 11
Prime requisites:  		Wisdom, Constitution
Races allowed: 		dwarf, elf, half elf, halfling,
				human

Psionicists have 60 points with which to spend on skills from the following list. Skills cost 5 or more points.  Unspent skill points may be saved for use on nonweapon proficiencies or for use during the game.
The standard psionicist purchases access to all disciplines, at 1st, 2nd, 6th,10th, and 14th level (40), psionic attacks(5), defenses (5), followers (5), and saving throw bonus (5).

Access to disciplines (10+): For 10 points, the psionicist may have access to one psionic disciline at 1st level.  A discipline costs 1 less if access id delayed until 2nd level, plus 1 additional point less for each 4 additional levels that the discipline is delayed until.
Armored Psionicist (5/10/15): Trinalia psionicists nomally use the psionicist armor penatly optional rule on page 18 of the CPHB, applying the listed penalty to all MTHACO rolls.  A psionicist who spends 5 points reduces the penalty by 1 point.  A psionicist who spends 10 point on this ability ignores 3 point of the listed penalty.  A psionicist who spends 15 points on this ability can ignore 5 points of the listed penalty.
Armor Class Improvement (10/15): For 10 points, the psionicist gets a flat +2 bonus when unarmored and unencumbered.  For 15 points, the character’s AC improves by one for every even level (AC9 at 2nd, AC8 at 4th, etc., to a minimum AC of 2 at 16th level). This AC is cumulative with magical and dexterity bonus, but not armor or magic items that simulate armor (e.g., Bracers of Defense.)
Combat Bonus (10): A psionicist with this ability uses the priest's THAC0 table.
Detect Psionics (5): The psionicist must concentrate for one round, and can detect the usage /presence of psionics in a 60 yd area.  This ability can be used once a day per level.
Discipline Focus (10): The psionicist's MTHAC0 scores in his primary discipline are increased by +2.
Followers (5/10): By purchasing this skill, a psionicist can gain followers as described in the Complete Psionics Handbook if he builds a sanctuary and is at least 9th level.  If this is purchased as a 10 point ability, the fighter can attract followers whenever he establishes a sanctuary, regardless of level.
Hit point bonus (10): Psionicists with this ability use 1d8 to determine their hit points instead of 1d6.
Natural Psionics (5/10): The charaters psionics are a natural gift more than the result of rigorous training.  By spending 5 points, the psionicist may be chaotic in alignment with no penalties.  For 10 points, the psionicist starts with a wild talent in addtion to whatever powers they normally possess at 1st level.
Proficiency Group Crossover (10): Psionic orders are often skilled in the ways of religon, war, or the underworld.  A psionicist can buy access to rogue, warrior, or priest proficiency lists at 5 points each.
Psionic Attacks (5): Psionicists who purchase this ability gain psionic attacks automatically by level advancement.  The rate of acquisition is listed in S&P, p.154, Table 80. Those who do not buy this ability figure thier attacks (if any) as a wild talent.
Psionic Defenses (5): Psionicists who purchase this ability gain psionic defense modes  automatically by level advancement.  The rate of acquisition is listed in S&P, p.154, Table 80.  Those who do not take this ability gain defense modes and figure thier MAC as a wild talent.
Psychic Focus (5+): The psionicist selects a power from his her primary discipline. That power cost 25% less (round up).  For 5 points, a devotion may be selected. For 10 points, a science may be selected.  For an additional 5 points, the cost is further reduced to 50% of normal.
Saving Throw Bonus (5): Psionicists with this ability gain a +2 bonus to all saving throws vs enchantment/charm spells.
Unarmed Combat (15): The psionicists methods include a regimen of personal physical training making the psionicist a master of unarmed combat, as described for the monk n the spells and magic book.  At 1st level, the character is a specialist in a selected martial arts form; at 5th level, a master; at 9th level, a high master; and at 13th level, a grand master. 
Warrior Hit Point Bonus (5): A psionicist with this ability can enjoy the benefits of a high Con score as if he were a fighter.  For example, a psionicist with Con 18 would gain 4 bonus hp instead of 2.
Weapon Specialization (15): The psionicist can specialize in a particular weapon.  The charp cost for gaining proficiency and specialization in the weapon must be met in addition.

Optional Limitations:
Awkward Psionics (5): The psionicist must exert psionic power in an extremely obvious fashion, alerting anyone around that the caracter is a psionicist using psionics.  The psionicist might break out in a sweat or suffer a nosebleed while concentrating on psionics, or perhaps waves of emotion radiate from the psionicist when using powers.
Behavior/Taboo (2): The psionicists strictures or beleifs cause him to act is a bizarre manner.  Rules of conduct may require the psionicist might not be able to cut his hair, avoid wearing certain colors, meditate at the same time every day, etc.  The psionicists behavior will be known to anyone who is familiar with whatever order the psionicist is a member of or was trained by.
Ceremony/observance: The regimen of mental discipline that the psionicist must maitain includes a period of meditition, contemplation, or other ceremonial observance every day.  A psionicist who does not meet this observance has his mental discipline disrupted and cannot recover PSPs for a period of 1d6+1 days after the day that the lapse occured.
Limited Magical Item Use (5+): A psionicist with this restriction disdains enchanted items as a crutch for the weak and refuses to use certain categories of magical items.  For each barred category, he receives 5 character points.  The categories are: potions, oils, and scrolls; rings, rods, staves, wands, and miscellaneous magical items; all magical weapons and armor.
Reduced Hit Points (10): The psionicist rolls d4 for hit points instead of d6.
Restricted Access (5): The psionicist is exceptionally specialized and can never have more sciences or devotions in any secondary discipline than TWO less than the number of sciences or devotions in the primary discipline.
Talisman (8): The psionicist has a medallion, crytal, or some other small object which serves as a focus for his psionic power.  The psionicist must have this item to use psionic powers of launch any kind of psionic attack.  If the talisman is ever lost or destroyed, the psionicist may create a new one over 1d4 weeks at a laboratory or home base.
Weapon Restriction (3/5): As a 3 point restriction, the psionicist may never have proficiency in any weapon. For 5 points, the psionicist is NEVER allowed to wield a weapon, even to save thier lives, and to do so causes loss of all psionic powers for 1 month.

psionicist proficiencies

The Skills and Powers book describes new psionicis and psionic-related proficiencies, but fails to do so in S&P terms (Good going, TSR).  Here are those proficiency tables altered to the S&P skill system:

Nonweapon Proficiencies:

General Group				
Proficiency		Cost	Base	Ability	
Contact		4	7	Wisdom/Willpower	
Mental Armor		3	5	Wisdom/Willpower	
Psionicist Group				
Proficiency		Cost	Base	Abiliy	
Gem Cutting		3	6	Dexterity/Aim	
Harness Subconsious	4	6	Wisdom/Intuition	
Medatative Focus	3	8	Wisdom/Willpower	
Musical Instrument	2	7	Charisma/Leadership	
Read/Write		2	8	Itelligence/Knowledge	
Rejuvination		3	6	Wisdom/Willpower	
Religon		2	6	Wisdom/Intuition	

psionic rules additions and modifications:

Psionic combat

Psionic Attacks
As presented in the Skills & Powers book, psionic attacks typically do not have promising odds of debilitating another psionic engaged in psionic combat unless they are MUCH weaker than you.  With the singular exception of mind thrust, using any succesful psionic attack is more likely to cost its user more PSPs than its victim.  That being the case, a number of corrections are provided.

 Doubled dice: Under this option, simply double the amount of dice that you get from each increment; the die type used remains the same as given in the description of the psionic attack mode.  For example, a basic mind thrust, for 2 PSPs, roll 2d4 (instead of 1d4) to determine psionic damage inflicted upon a succesful attack.
 Increased difficulty: As described in the Skills and Powers, a psionic may decide to put more points into an attack to gain more damage. The psionic must decide how many increments they want to use prior to the attack roll being made.  For each increment used beyond the first, the cost of a succesful attack is increased by the basic amount (2 for a mind thrust, 4 for ego whip, etc., a failed attack costs ½ of a succesful attack),and impose a -2 penalty to the attack roll.  This allows experienced psionics to use multiple increments of the more efficient attack modes to dispatch lesser opponents, but agaisnt opponets of the same caliber, one would be better off using fewer increments in the attack.

psionic attack and defense points
	As described earlier, characters figure the amount of  PSPs they have exactly per the CPHB.  In addition, each psionic has 1 psionic attack point (PAP) and 1 psioionic defense point (PDP) for each PSP they have (or, more accurately, each PSP consists of 1 PAP and 1 PDP).  Whenever a character spends PSPs to activate or maintain powers, they expend 1 PAP and 1 PDP.
	However, all attack modes cost PAPs only.  That is, if an attack mode is descibed as costing 2 PSPs in the Skills & Powers book, it instead costs 2 PAPs.
	Similarly, all defense modes cost PDPs only, and damage from a successful psionic attack is applied only to a characters PDP.  As soon as a characters PDP is reduced to 0, the character’s mind is considered open as per the S&P.
	The following additional rules apply to the mechanics of PAPs and PDPs:
 Unbalanced PAPs/PDPs: The situation will frequently occur after a psionic combat where pne characters PAPs or PDPs are lowered or totally depleted, but the character may need to spend PSPs on a power.  In this case, the DM may allow the character to spend three (3) PAPs or PDPs in the place of 1 PSP.
 Open minds: As mentioned above, a psionicist’s mind is considered open when all PDP are depleted.  However, when resolving attacks agaisnt a psionic with an open mind under this system, still roll for psionic damage as normal; in addition to inflicting the described effect in the skills and powers agaisnt an open mind, roll for psycic damage as normal.  any damage inflicted when PDPs are zero are instead deducted from PAP.
 Recovering PAPs and PDPs: (Clarification) As may be obvious, a character recovers 1 each PAP and PDP for every PSP they recover.  Once one or the other of these reaches the characters PSP max, recovery stops in that area, but recovery continues at the normal rate given for PSPs for the other category, i.e., a character DOES NOT start regaining points in one category at double the PSP recovery rate once the other category has reached its normal maximum.

Psionic defenses
	Active defences: Under the active defenses rule, the idea is that psionic defenses are active defenses, much like the block is a means of active defense presented in the Combat and Tactics book whereby a combatant stops an incoming attack with thier weapon or shield.  The passive defenses of a psionic combatant is merely represented by thier MAC.To understand how to use an active defence, you must first understand the idea of an opposed roll.  This is presented in chapter 2 of Combat & Tactics, and, in the case of psionics, it is presented under the heading “Psychic contests” on page 150 of the Skills & Power, but is rephrased within this optional rule.
	When a psionic pays for a defense, it is considered to be up for the whole round.  If at any time during that round the psionic is attacked, they are entitled to a psionic defense roll.  In this case, the attacker makes a psionic attack roll using thier MTHAC0 agaisnt the defenders MACas normal.  The defender makes a defense roll using thier MTHAC0 against an MAC of 4.  This roll is modified by the modifier on the Psionic Defense vs. Psionics Attacks table.  (Author’s note: this is the same as table 76 on page 148 of the skills and powers with all +’s and -’s switched - this is because in the Skills & Powers table 76, a + number is a bonus for the attacker; for the purpose of the defence roll, we want a + number to be good for the defender.)  This table is:

	Revised Psionic Defenses vs. Psionic Attacks Table
			MBk	TS	MB	IF	TW	
Mind thrust		-5	-3	+2	+3	+5	
Ego whip		-3	-4	-2	+4	+3	
In Insinuation		+5	+3	+1	-2	-5	
Psychic Crush		-1	+4	-4	+1	+2	
Psionic Blast		+3	-2	+5	-4	-3	

	If the attack roll fails, it does not matter what the defender rolls; the attack fails and does no damage.  If the attack roll succeeds and the defense roll fails, the attack succeeds and does the described damage for the attack mode.
	If both the attack and defense roll succeed, then the dice rolls (before modifiers) are compared.  The combatant with the lower dice roll is the victor; if the attacker is the victor, psionic damage is done as described for the attack mode.  If the defender is the victor, the attack is foiled and no psionic damage is inflicted.
The following additional rules apply to resolving psionic defenses:
 Psychic backlash: The same opposed roll mechanic is utilized here as in the Combat & Tactics rules and as described for “Psychic Contests” in the Skills & Powers book page 150.  If the DM desires, if when comparing attack and defense rolls they are equal, the psychic lock rules in the Skills & Powers may be implemented; the “round of combat” is resolved immediatle with all described effects.
 Weakened defenses: Whenever more than 2 successful psionic attack rolls are made against a defender in a single round (regardless of whether the defense rolls were successful), the defense the psionic had up during that round becomes “weakened”.  For each such succesful attack roll beyond the second, any defense rolls made using that defense suffer a -1 penaly, and the cost of raising that defense is raised by 1.  Each such point of “weakness” is reduced by 1 at the end of each round in which that defense was not not further weakened.
 MAC of defense rolls:  A target MAC of 4 is given as an arbitrary number that a defender must roll agaisnt to have a chance of fending off an attack.
 Mental armor restrictions: One side effect of figuring the defenders MTHAC0 into thier defense is that higher level characters are inherently harder to successfully psionic attack. If you add to this several CPs or proficiency slots expended into the Mental Armor proficiency, mental combat at higher character levels becomes extended and boring as no one ever gets hit.  To deal with this, we institute a restriction on the maximum MAC bonus that can come from the mental armor proficiency of 1/2 of the character’s level. Round up.

psionic criticals
	Psionic criticals apply whenever the psionic makes a MTHAC0 roll.  However, it applies differently depending upon whether it is an attack or other psionic power was being resolved.
	The basic rule for checking for criticals or fumbles is the same as normal combat: A critical occurs if the character exceeds the needed roll to hit by 5, and rolls an 18 or higher. A fumble occurs if the character rolls a natural “1" on the MTHAC0 roll.
	The effects of such events depend on the power being used:
 	If a critical is recieved while attempting a power other than an attack or defense mode, the effect described in the CPHB under “power score” is used.  Unlike normal criticals, there is no save other than any normally allowed agaisnt this effect.
 	If a fumble is recievd on an effect other than an attack or defense mode, consult the “20" result for the power in the CPHB.
 	If a critical is recieved during a psionic attack on a psionic mind, the character inflicts one additional increment of psionic damage.  Additionally, there is a chance the attack may gain a “singular contact”.  The victim gets a save vs. paralyzation to keep his mind closed UNLESS the attack caused at least 25% PSP damage (that's 25% of the victim's PSP maximum), in which case contact is automatic.
 	If a fumble is recieved during a psionic attack or defense, the character must make a save vs. paralyzation or loose the use of that mode for 1d6+1 rounds
 	If a critical occurs on a psychic block, the attacker suffers psychic backlash, as per Skills & Powers, page 150 under “psychic contests”.

Stealthy Contact
	A psionicist may attempt to contact a target mind without the telltale “usnsheathing of a tigers claw in one’s mind” effect, making powers like invisibility and ESP more useful.  The psionic character must spend 2d4 combat sizing up the opponent, after which he may make a called shot (a -4 penalty to MTHAC0). 
	If the attempt is successful, the mind is opened sublty, such that the target only notices something amiss if they make a wisdom/intuition check at 1/2. The DM may decide that relatively low level NPCs with no exposure to psionics get no roll at all.  The effect noticed, if any, is a sublte unease, emotion, or other mental effect that is not nescessarily intererted as a psionic attack.
If the attempt fails, the target suffers the same mental discord as experienced during a normal attack, except that they still may not interept this as anything other than a sudden headache.  The character receives a full intuition roll to interept the feeling as somewhat unnatural.  If the attempt fumbles, detection is automatic.
	Contacting a psionic mind is much more difficult, however. In that case, even if the attempt is successful, the target still receives an intuition check at full and, if the target is a psionicist, also receives his +2 intuion bonus for this check if they have the “saving throw bonus” ability.  If this check is made, the psionicist can immediately snap up a defense as a normal psionic combat is initiated. If the stealth contact attempt fails, the psionic target automatically notices the attempt. If critical hit rules are used, a critical hit against a psionic character allows contact without that character's knowledge, no saving throw allowed.
	Note that Stealthy Contact slides past barriers, so it is not necessary to either reduce the opponent's PSPs to zero. However, if a psionic defense is in place (i.e., the target is expending PSPs to sustain one), stealth contact is not possible, and any attempts are automatically detected.
	Stealth contact is temporary, intended only to get in long enough to do a job and get out. All stealth contacts are automatically ended after 2d4 rounds.

Maintaining contact
	Where the skills and powers allow characters to close thier mind, there is a chance that a psionic can maintain a specific contact for the purposes of a power they are maintaining only (i.e., the psionicist will have to re-open the target mind if he wants to initiate a new power.)
As per the skill and powers, a character may close thier  mind and end  the effects of a psionic power being exerted on them.  However, a psionicist who want to utilize a power and anticipates the target closing thier mind may attempt to latch the power.  Once a mind has been opened and a power has been established, the psionic may declare an attempt to latch the power.  This is done by paying the cost for initiating the power again and rolling for success again, at a -4 on the roll with a +1 initiative modifier (as a called shot).
	If the roll fails, the effects of the power end immediately, and the psionic will have to attempt to re-establish that power again.
	If the roll suceeds, the power is latched, and the powers effects may be exerted on the target, even if thier mind becomes closed, as long as the psionic continues to pay maintenance.  At this point, the power only ends if the psionic stops paying maintenance, is ejected by the ejection power, or some other defence agasint the power in question is errected (e.g., a green stone, ring of mind shielding, mind blank spell or mind bar discipline, etc.)
	These rules do not apply to a power made permanent by psychic surgey; effects of such powers can normally only be ended by using another psychic surgery.

Long distance and peaceful contact
	Under the rules in Skills and Powers, contact is limited to sight range.  This defies the intention of many powers, such as mindlink.
However, under the Trinalia psionics rules, contact is not just the psionic attacks; it aslo includes a more sublte, peaceful means of contacting any target known to the psionic.  In essence, this is the ability to "knock on the door and ask to be let in" - to carry  an announcement and request a voluntary contact. This contact carries with it only who the sender is (though this can be forged using the power Psychic Impersonation). It cannot force entry. For such powers, the old range modifiers from the Contact power in the CPHB  are revived, but the listed “MTHAC0" penalty is also treated as the minimum level at which the psionic can attemt contact at that range:

	Distance		MTHAC0 penalty		
	 Line of Sight 	0		
	1 mile 		1		
	10 miles 		3		
	100 miles	5		
	1,000 miles	7		
	10,000 miles	9		


Resisting psionic powers

psionic resistance
	Many creatures have inherent resistance to magic, a percentage chance they have to simply ignore magic effects.  In some cases this resistance can be extended to psionic effects as well, in a similar fashion to the way that anti-magic shell affects psionics as well.
It is up to the DM how much of a creature’s magic resistance should be considered psionic resistance.  In general, it is easiest to classify creatures with magic resistance into those having none, 1/2, or all of thier MR as psionic resistance. Some general guidelines to such are as follows:
 	If a creature has psionic powers of its own, it gets none of its MR as PR. (e.g., psionic mind flayers, gem dragons)
 If a creature has no psionic powers and is not especially impressive on its own, but has MR, I might allow 1/2, if any, MR for PR (ex. - a 5th level drow fighter would have 60% MR and 30% PR)
  	If a creature is impressive or can be thought of as having a powerful ego or immense will,  it should have PR equal to its MR (some more powerful dragons or fiends without psionics, non-psionic mind flayers as described in the monstrous manual, any legendary creature with magic resistance.)
	Psionic resistance (PR) operates in the same fashion as magic resistance.  Note that specific magic resistance only applies if the psionic effect in question is similar to the effect of spells the resistance applies agaisnt (e.g., an elf with 90% resistance to sleep and charm might have 45% resistance agaisnt effects like Awe, but not Psionic Blast.)

saves against psionic effects
	Psionic attacks and abilities can be extremely effective.  If there is any disabling effect, there should almost always be a saving throw of some sort.  This is not a universal rule; most cases where it is appropriate is already mentioned in the rules.
However, no set of existing saving throws are representative of the resistance psionicists must have to psionic effects, so intitute these rules where psionic saves are concerned:
 	Any time a non-psionic character is required to save vs. a psionic effect, apply a -2 penalty to the roll.
 	Always use the caster level based saves vs. psionic effects.
 	Psionic attack other than damaging ones allow a save at -2, modified by attacker vs. defender level, agaisnt the side effect.

Psionics on undead or alien beings
	Occasionally, a psionicist will attempt contact with a truly horrifying inhuman being. Whenever this occurs, the DM has the option of incurring a horror check or maddness check (DMs discretion) on the foolish psionicist who attempts such a feat.
	For those not familiar with TSR’s Ravenloft boxed set, a horror check is conducted by making a save vs. paralysis and applying the character’s wisdom modifier. A madness check (introduced in the Dark Recesses booklet in the Ravenloft Forbidden Lore boxed set) is conducted in the same way, but the results are different for a failed roll.
	If a character fails a horror check, they are stunned for 1 round and are unable to take any action. After that, the character may be subject to some lingering effects; roll 1d6 on the following table to determine lingering effects on the characters reaction to the concerned entity or event:
	1.  Aversion.
	2.  Revulsion.
	3.  Obsession
	4.  Senseless Rage.
	5.  Mental Shock.
	6.  Fearstruck.
	The madness check is similar, but it results in some genuine clinical mental affliction instead of the generalized symptoms inherent in a horror check. You may use the simplified table below, or may use the more detailed table in the Spells & Magic tome under Alienist:
	1.  Schizophrenia.
	2.  Severe Depression.
	3.  Delusions.
	4.  Paranoia.
	5.  Hallucinations.
	6.  Amnesia.
	The following is a general listing of rules of thumb for creatures that may cause such checks:
 	Natives of the lower or middle planes that are generally not humanoid, including Tanar’ri, Baatezu, Slaadi, Modrons, Yugoloths, and Gehelereths.
 	Free willed undead. See below; free willed undead have additional rules.
 	Generally alien creatures that have an inherant intelligance of genius level or higher and have an evil racial alignment (Mind Flayers, Beholder Hive Mothers, Deepspawn).
	
	Free willed undead have an additional insidious ability to mask their true nature. If the creature chooses to use this ability, roll an opposed roll against an MAC of 4 agaisnt whatever ability the psionicist is using. The undead being uses their normal THAC0 as the MTHAC0 for this roll.  If the undead succeeds, the psionicist does not incur a horror or madness check, but the undead pulls of the ruse. If the psionicist wins, the ruse fails, but the psionicist is subject to horror or madness checks.
	Probe is slightly different than this; the undead must roll agaisnt MAC of 0 since the probe is more thorough, but if the psionicist succeeds, the psionicist must make TWO checks, one each for horror and madness.

new and Revised Psionic Powers
	The following psionic powers have been change to reflect changes in the psionic system, or are new and speficic to Trinalia.

Ejection
Telepathic Science
MAC: 8
PSP:2 / 0
Range: 0
Area of Effect: personal
Prerequisites: none

	Ejection is the final defense against unwanted contact. Once a psionic has contact with another psionic's mind, the contactee can, assuming he still has PSPs, eject the other.
	Ejection is risky for both participants. If the power succeeds, then both the user and the opponent must save vs. paralyzation or suffer side effects. If a save fails, use the number on the saving throw die to find the effect. Notice that, the higher-level a character is, the lower the save must be, and so the lesser the effect of ejection. Always use the level-based saves for any involved saves.

     1.Lose 1d4 additional PSPs 
     2.Lose access to a randomly determined devotion for 1d10 hours 
     3.Lose 1d6 additional PSPs 
     4.Lose 1d4 hit points 
     5.Lose access to a randomly determined science for 1d10 hours 
     6.Lose 1d8 additional PSPs 
     7.Lose 1d6 hit points 
     8.Lose access to all sciences for 1d10 hours 
     9.Lose 1d10 additional PSPs 
   10.Lose 1d8 hit points 
   11.Lose access to a randomly determined discipline for 1d10 hours 
   12.Lose 1d10+10 additional PSPs 
   13.Lose 1d10 hit points 
   14.Lose 1 point of Constitution for one week 
   15.Lose access to all psionic powers for 1d10 hours 
   16.Lose 1 point of Intelligence for one week 
   17.Lose 1d10+10 hit points 
   18.Lose 1 point of Wisdom for one week 
   19.Lose consciousness for 1d10 days

Critical - The ejected being applies a -4 to his save, but consults the above table at the full dice roll.
Fumble - The psionic rolls 1d10 and applies the listed result and the ejection fails.

Psionic Vampirism
Psychometabolic Devotion

MAC: 8
PSP Cost: 8/3
Range: touch
Area of Effect: Individual
Prerequisite: none

	Psionic vampirism is the much feared ability to steal another's psionic strength in order to replinish the psionicist's own.  Although it resembles psychic drain, psionic vampirism is different in three important ways: first, PSPs are directly drained; secondly, the victim need not be asleep; and third, the victim need not be humanoid, it only need a PSP pool.  Psionic vampirism is a very painful process, but is not debilitating as psychic drain can be.
	To begin draining PSPs, the psionicist must first make his MTHAC0 roll against this power's MAC.  This roll also determines the amount of PSPs drained per usage of the power (as below).  Once established, the psionicist must touch the target to be drained, requiring a to-hit roll.  A successful touch attack is necessary for each round of draining desired.

MTHAC0 Roll	PSP Drain
19-20		3 PSPs
17-18		5 PSPs
13-16		7 PSPs
10-12		9 PSPs
8-9			11 PSPs
6-7			13 PSPs
5 or less		15 PSPs

	Although no permanent damage is caused by this power, it is unpleasant to the extreme and the victim will almost certainly not want to voluntarily experience this drain!  Psionic strength drained by this power returns normally, just as if the victim had expended the PSPs himself.  If the victim is drained to 0 PSPs by psionic vampirism, he must make a saving throw versus death or fall unconscious for 2d6 turns.

Critical: Rate of PSP drain doubles.
Fumble: The power backfires; the user loses half of his remaining PSPs.

Psychic Tracking
Clairsentient Science
MAC: Special
PSP: 20/5
Range: Special
Area of Effect: personal
Prerequisites: Sensitivity to psychic impressions

	This ability allows the psionic to sense the psychic residue associated with either specific individual or an individual who casts or utilizes a spell or psionic ability, or an area in which such an event occured.
	The theory behind this power is that each individual has thier own psychic signature or fingerprint, and such signatures become more pronounced if the character uses psychic abilities or magic, and such use of powers leaves an impression in the psychic landscape that can be sensed from afar.
	The psionic with this power can use it to track an individual, but tracking an individual who has been using pychic abilities or magic spells is easier to track.
	The psionic makes an MTHAC0 roll against the modified MAC calculated below.  Success indicates the direction that the wanted being or place lies in, but not exact distance (thus several uses of this power may be required to zero in on a certain individual).

Calculation of MAC is as follows:
Base:
Person		level/3
Place		2

Spellcating*:		+Highest level 
			    spell cast
Psionic power use*:	+1 per 5 points of 
			    largest power used
Have personal item 	+1 to +3 (DMs 
on person:		    discretion)
Have blood of person:	+5
Distance:		Penalty equal to 2x the
			penalty for contact.
	* These bonuses are equal to the highest level spell or psionic power used.  This bonus fades by 1 in a number of days equal to the current bonus from this factor.  (e.g., a wizard casts a 5th level spell, the bonus is 5 immediately, fades to 4 after 5 days, to 3 after 4 more days, until, after a total of 15 days, the bonus fades to 0, assuming that no other spells are cast by the spellcaster).

Critical - The psionic recieves an impression of distance as well as direction.
Fumble - The psionic gets sidetracked by an unrelated by similar impression.

